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184. Claimants state that the so-called stabilisation cla use in Article 7 of Law 625

quoted above

(Section 60) amounts to an assurance which has led to legitimate expectations on the part of
Claimants.
185. The stabilisation clause provides in essence that, if new legislation is enacted which deteriorates
the conditions of Free Zone residents' activities with regard to the customs and tax regime stipulated
by Law 625, then such new legislation shall not apply to those residents for a period often years
from its enactment I agree that this certainly amounts to an assurance by the Republic of Moldova
which must have led to legitimate expectations on the part of the residents of the Free Economic
Zones, including Claimants.
186. On the other hand, as pointed out by the Parkerings tribunal quoted by daimants above, "it is
each state's undeniable right and privilege to exercise its sovereign legislative power...Save for the
existence of an agreement, in the form of a stabilisation clause or otherwise, there is nothing
objectionable about an amendment brought to the regulatory framework existing at the time an
investor made his investment"
187. In other words, if the Republic of Moldova has enacted new legislation deteriorating the
conditions of Claimants and if such legislation fails within the scope of the stabilisation clause, then
this would, at least prima facie, amount to a breach of the fair and equitable standard of the Treaty.
But if such new legislation falls outside the scope of the stabliisation clause, its enactment by the
Republic will not have deprived Claimants of any legitimate expectations created by the assurances
In that clause.
188. The question, therefore, is what exactly the Republic promised by issuing the stabilisation
clause. According to the wording of the clause itself, it covers new laws "deteriorating the conditions
of Free Zone residents activities with regard to the customs and tax regimes stipulated by the
prese nt law". Since the tax regime stipulated by Law 625 only concerns value added tax, th e
stabilisation clause in fact only relates to the specific customs and VAT privileges for residents of the
Free Zones which a re stipulated in Law 625. It created a legitimate expectation that the rules in Law
625 exempting them from customs duties and VAT would remai n unchanged, but it did not extend to
legislation in other fields.
189. According to Claimants, the imposition of environmental charges on finished goods Is the
measure which deprived them of their legiti':"ate expectations in this case. Respondent has pointed
out, however, that environmental charges are not customs duties or VAT and that therefore,
Claimants could have had no legitimate expectation that such charges would never be imposed.
190. Claimants, on the other hand, argue that the environmental charges on finished goods are I n
fact only concealed customs duties or VAT and therefore fall within the scope o f the stabilisation
clause. This issue now needs to be more closely examined.
191. I note here, first, that Respondent's position concerning the possible Identity between
environmental charges and customs duties has not been consistent throughout the proceedings. In
its Answer to the SCC of 21 September 2012, Respondent clearly stated that environmental charges
are not equivalent to customs charges and therefore are not comprised by the guarantees in the
stabilisation clause. However, in its Statement of Defence, Respondent made certain statements
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which could be understood as a concession of Claimants' standpoint that the env ironmenta l charges
were in fact cu stoms duties. Subsequent to a request from me for a clarification on this point,

counsel far Respondent submitted an explanation according to which the standpoint stated in the
Answer of 21 September- In other words that environmental charges are not comprised by the
stabilisation clause- is still maintained. My co nclus ion, therefore, is that the parties are still in
disagreement on this point.

192. In my opinion, it is quite clear that environmental charges in principle a re something very
different from customs duties or VAT. Such charges typically serve the specific purpose of protecting
the environment

and are introduced without the primary inte ntion of regulati ng trade or generating

income for the public treasury. The distinction is important and must be upheld

even if, as in this

case, a charge on the import of environmentally harmful goods in fact also happens to serve as a

regulator of trade.
193. As emphasised by Respo ndent, protecting the environment is a legitimate aim and legislation to
that effect has an objective

and reaso na ble justification. This also means that the i mpo sition of

charges of this kind in itself can in no way violate the fair and equitable standard.

194. Claimants appear to accept this since they explicitly declare that they do not object to the
legislation concerning environmental cha rges as such. What they find objectionable is specifically the
charges on finished goods.

195. I understa nd this to mean that what deprived Claimants of their legitimate expectations was nat

the imposition of environmental charges in general; this measure did not as such fall within the
scope of the stabilisation clause. It was only the Im position of environmental charges on finished

goods (rather than on raw materials) which was counter to the assurances by the Republic of
Moldova in the stabilisation clause.
196. This is so, Claimants say, because the charges on finished goods do not have any relation to
environmental policy at ali. While

cha rges on the import of raw materials may fulfil the purpose of

protecting the environment, charges on finished goods do not serve any environmental purpose.
They have no

relation to the environmental impact of one type of paint as com pared with another,

and they are not related to the impact of the ingredients of the paint.

197. 1 find this argument hard to accept. Law 1540 of 25 February 1998 (" Law 1540") introduced
charges for the pollution of the environment. Appendix 8 to the Law (submitted by Claimants as
evidence in this arbitration), issued on 14 December 2007, concerns "the import of goods, in the use
of which the e nvironment is polluted" and includes a long list of substances and goods, the import of

which is subject to payment of environmental cha rges. This list Includes raw materials as well as

f inished go ods.

198. Law 1540 targets substances and goods, "the use of which" causes pollution of the
environment. Raw materials are used for the production of finished goods and presumably may
pollute the environment in that process. But it must be assumed that finished products also, such as

�

paints, may ause pollution of the environment when they are used, for instance by emitting harmful
substances into the air, or because they contain components which may cause harm to the
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environment when the waste paint i s di s posed of. This, presumably, are some of th e reasons for
incl udin g such products in the l ist in Appendix 8.
199. In any event, I am not convinced by Claimants' suggestion that the use of finished products such
as paints is environmentally completely harmless an d that, therefore, the imposition of charges for
the import of such products serves no environmental purpose.

200. Cla imants also argue that the charges on finished goods have no relation to the environmental
impact of one type of pa int as compared with another, and that they do not relate to the impact of
the various ingredients of the paint . This seems to me to be an argument In support of the assertion
that the d ifferent charges do not co rrespond very well to the e nvironmental impact of the different

products; but it appears to have no bearing on the question whether or not such charges serve an
environmental purpose.
201. Claimants further assert that the charges levied on finished products are in fact a value added

tax, from which Claimants had protection under the stabilisation clause.

202. A value added tax, accordin g to the definition provided by Claimants themselves, is "a tax
assessed at each step in the production of a commodity, based on the value added at each step by
th e difference between the commodity's production cost and its sellin g pri ce" .

203. H owever, by Claim ants' own admission, the charge In this case was levied as a percentage of the

total selling price of the finished goods, and was not based on the value added by the difference
between the production cost and t he selling price. Therefore, it was not a value added tax.

204. In summary, I find that the charges on the import of finished paints and va rnishes were
environmental charges. They fal l within the same. category as other environmental charges, including
the c ha rges on raw materials, which a re accepted by Claimants as being legitimate. Consequently,
the charges on finished goods were not customs duties or VAT.
205. Therefore, t hose charges did not fall within the scope of the stabilisation clause. Their

introduction did not deprive Claimants of any legitimate expectations crea ted by the assurances of
the Republic in that clause.

206. Claima nts further argue that, under the stabilisation clause, Grand Torg enjoyed protection
against any changes in customs legisla tion. Therefore, environmental charges could be imposed only
in accordance with the customs legislation in force before November 2005, when changes were
made in the Customs Code. Before November 2005, the transfer of goods from Free Zones to

Moldova was defined as "re-import", and no cha rges could be levied on such operations.
207. It is not correct that the stabi lisat ion clause provided protection a gainst all changes In the
custom s legislation. The clause protected the residents of th e Free Zones against changes with regard
to the exemption from customs duties afforded by Law 625. It did not apply to more general changes

in the customs legislation, unless, of course, such changes would have had the effect of abolishing
the exemptions enjoyed by the resident s. But since the environmental charges were not customs

duties, the question is irrelevant in this context.
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208.. Finally. Claimants assert that the imposition of the charges on finished goods also amount to a

breach of Article 43 (3) of Law 998. This provision stipulates in essence that commercial contracts
where one of the parties is a foreign investor will remain In force even If legislation is introduced
which adversely affects the economic position of the parties.
209. Claimants state that this clause protects the agreement of 2 April 2001 between Grand Torg and
Midgard Terra, according to which Midgard Terra was to produce paints and varnishes from raw
materials provided by Grand Torg, and then deliver the finished products to Grand Torg.
210. In principle, this appears to be correct, but I fail to understand, and Claimants have not
explained, how the introduction of the environmental charges could have had any influence on the
agreement between Grand Torg and Midgard Terra. It appears that the validity of the agreement has
never been called in question, and Article 43 (3) of Law 998 therefore cannot be applied in this case.
211. I therefore find that the i mposition of environmental charges on the finished goods sold by
Grand Torg did not amount to a breach by the Republic of the obligation under the Treaty to ensure
a fair and equitable treatment of Claimants' investments.

Were the measures discriminatory?

212. The second basic argument in su pport of the claims is that the measures taken by Respondent
were discriminatory.

213. Specifically, Claimants assert that the Im position of e nviro nmenta l charges on finished goods
discriminates against Claimants because it subjects goods, produced In the Republic of Moldova, to a

tax which is not levied on domestic p roducers.
214. Article 3 (1) of the Treaty requires the host state to e nsure •a fair and equitable treatment,
excluding discriminatory measures that could impede the management and control of the
investment".
215. Discrimination can take many different forms. In the context of the treatment of foreign
investments, however, a ve ry frequent problem for obvious reasons is discrimination on the basis of
nationality.
216. Article 3 (1) of the Treaty does not specifically provide for "national treatment", i.e. a treatment
which Is no less favourable than that accorded to domestic investors. Article 3 (2), however, contains
language to this effect.
217. However, Claimants have not asserted that this is a case of discrimination on the basis of

nationality . And, in fact, the provisions which Claimants find objectionable do not single out any
investor on that basis. They apply specifically to the residents of the free economic zones; not to
foreign investors in general. Thus, if a foreign investor established a company in the Republic of
Moldova outside the economic zones, he would presumably be subject to exactly the same rules for
paying environmental charges as a Moldova n company.
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218.

In international arbitration practice concerning alleged discrimination, a standa rd method is to

make a comparison between the foreign investor and another investor in like, or similar,
circumstances. But finding a reasonable basis of comparison has sometimes proved to be a
complicated matter
.

219. Claimants assert that the proper basis of comparison in this case is other producers who

or, alternatively, domestic producers In the Republic of
Moldova outside the free economic zones.

enjoyed simila r privil eges under Law 625

particular problem in the present case is that a comparison with domestic Moldovan
companies is rendered rather difficult by the fact that the foreign investor (Grand Torg) operated
under conditions which in important respects differed significantly from those of virtually all
220. However, a

domestic investors

.

During the Dispute Period, Grand Torg operated In a free economic zone where it enjoyed
considerable privileges in terms of exemptions from customs duties and VAT as compared with
221.

do mestic Investors, and where it was also subject to a customs regime which was different from that
which applied to domestic investors A direct comparison is difficult to make under these
circum stances.
.

222. Another possible basis of comparison In my view is other residents of free economic zones si nce
they ope rated

under similar circumstances with respect to several important Issues which are of

relevance in this arbitration.
223. Cla ima nts say that this comparison should be restricted to producers who operated under Law
625. This means producers in the zone Expo-Business Chisinau, since Law 625 applied only there. I
will return to this argument later. For now, l believe that the comparison should, at least tentatively,

be extended to producers in all the economic zones, since all residents of all economic zones were
subject to basically the same customs regime which did not apply to entities operating on the
territory of Moldova and In this important respect operated In similar circumstances.
224. One such resident in another economic zone appears In the ruling of the Court of Appeal of
Chisinau of 21 May 2009, submitted by Res pondent (the "Tagros Lux" case). In this case, the
company Tagros Lux, o perati ng in a

free economic zone other than Expo-Business Chl sinau had
brought a claim for the annulment of the order Issued by the customs authorities on 15 October
,

2008, according to which environmental charges on goods exported from free economic zones to
Moldova were to be levied on the costs of the raw materials used for the production of the finished
produ cts.
225. Tagros Lux was In the business of importing raw

materials for the production of plastics to the
free economic zone, producing plastic products in its factory there and then exporting the finished
products to

Mo ldova.

226. Presumably, one reason why Tagros lux found the order issued by the customs authorities so
objectiona ble was that the charge for exporting finished plastic products was 1,5% oft he price, while
the charge if calculated on the cost of the raw materials used, was 3%. In other words, for Tagros Lux
the method of calculating the charge on the cost of the raw m aterial s used was very much to Its
,

disadvantage and Tagros lux asserted that it should be considered illegal.
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227. This �ssartion was confirma:d by the Court.. which found that the order issued

by the customs

authoriti es was counter to t h e Customs Code and law 1540 on environmental pollution. The Court

clearly established that all goods crossing from free economic zones into the Republic of Moldova are
to be conside red as "foreign goods" and environmental charges are to be cal culated on the basis of
the price of such goods

228. Oaima nts say that Tagros lux is i rrelevant to the present case because ( i) it concerned a
different economic zone under a different legislative framework which lacked the benefits provided
to producers in the EBC; a nd (ii) Tagros Lux was a Moldovan company which enjoyed a different
legislative protection as a domestic consumer.

229. It is correct that Tagros Lux did not enjoy some of the benefits provided to residents of the EBC.
Cla im ants have pointed In particula r to the provisions of law 625 which allowed Grand Torg to

produce the fi nished goods on the territory of Moldova without paying customs duties or VAT.

230. This, however, does not change the fact that Tagros lux and Grand Torg both ope rated in free
economic zones which were subject to the same customs regime which differed from that which

applied to entities operating on the territory of Moldova. In this regard, Gran d Torg and Tagros lux

operated under similar circumstances.
231. Mo reover, it is noteworthy that the provisions of law 625, as pointed out by Claimants, also

stipulated that if raw materia ls were imported to the EBC and sent for processing on the territory of
Moldova, then the fin ished goods, if returned to the EBC, were considered to originate from the EBC.

This means that the finished goods were treated in the same way as ifthey had been produced In the
EBC. In th is respect also, Grand Torg and Tagros lux (which produced goods in the economic zone)

o perated in simi l a r circumstances. For this reason, I also find it wro ng to restrict the relevant
compa rison in this case to investors subject to law 625, as suggested by Claimants.
232. These facts also may explain why aaimants Insist on comparing Grand Torg (the entity which

was subjected to the payment of the environmental charges) with other "producers". In fact, Grand
Torg did not produce a nything, but in legal and economic terms Its situation was identical with that

of a compa ny which produced goods in the economic zone.

233. Moreover, this tends to undermine Claimants' argument that the imposition of environmental
c harges on finis hed goods discriminates against Claimants because it subjects goods, produced in the
Republic of Moldova, to a tax which Is not levied on domestic producers. The assertion that the
goods were produced in the Republic of Mo ldova is true with regard to the physical location of the
production facilities. It also appea rs that the goods produced by Midgard Terra received a certificate

of origin, evidencing that they originated from the Republic of Moldova. It is not entirely clear to me
exactly what this certifocate signified. But the goods were returned to the free economic zone and,
once there, they were, according to Law 625, treated as if they had been produced in the zone. As far
as can be concluded from the facts presented In these proceedings, the goods produced by Mldgard

Terra and the goods produced by Tagros lux therefore must be seen as similar in this regard.
234. Ta gros Lux, therefore, in my view represents the category of i nvestors which constitutes the

proper basis of com parison in th is case: investors in the economic zones whi ch Imported raw
materials, produced finished goods in the economic zones and then exported the finished goods to
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Moldova. These investors and Grand Torg operated in similar circumstances in the relevant sense, i.e.
with respect to the levying of th e environmental charges which Claimants assert are discriminatory.

235. This conclusion Is not changed by the further argument advanced by Claimants, namely, that

Tagros Lu� was a Moldovan company. If anything, this serves to demonstrate that Grand Torg was
not treated differently from domestic investors.
236. The fundamental reason why environmental charges were levied on the price of the finished
goods appears to be that, at least from 2008 and onwards, the economic zones in reality were

situated outside the customs border of Moldova. This meant that no charges were levied on any
goods which were Imported from abroad to the zones. This, in turn, meant that such charges had to

be levied on all goods which crossed from the zones into Moldova. If these goods were finished
goods, they were treated as such .
237. This was a principle which, according to the Court of Appeal of Chisinau, should be applied to all
residents of the economic zones. I fail to see any discriminatory element in th" fact that Grand Torg
was treated equally with other entities which imported raw materials to the zones, produced
finished goods there and then exported these goods to Moldova.
238. Claimants state that a n alternative basis of co m pa rison is domestic producers on the territory of
Moldova outside the free eco nomic zones. However, as I have explained above, I find that entitles in
th e free economic zones and entities in the Republic of Moldova outside these zones did not operate

in similar circumstances for the purpose of such comparisons as are proper in this conte�.
239. It is true that the system described above had certa in slightly surprising consequences. For
instance, Claimants correctly state that a producer of environmentally hazardous goods in the zones

paid environmental charges on the cost of the finished goods when these were exported. A domestic
p roducer paid charges on the import of the raw materials. In this regard, residents of the zones and
domestic producers were treated differently.

240. However, this was a consequence of the fact that the customs regime of the free economic
zones was essentially different from that which applied on the territory of Moldova. It is difficult to
see how such a difference could be avoided altogether If a system of free economic zones is to be
upheld.
241. Besides, the system was not universally disadvantageous to the residents of the zones. To some,
like Tagros Lux, it was favourable, because the charges on finished goods w ere lower than on raw
materi als. To some, like Gra nd Torg,

it was unfortunately u nfavo u rable, because the charges on

finished goods were higher than on raw materials.
242. On th is particular note, Claimants have argued that Grand Torg is dlsproportionally and
dlscrlmlnatorily affected since the charges on finished goods are higher than on raw materials. But at

lea st on the bas is of the facts presented in this arbitration I cannot find that Claimants have
demonstrated that this assertion is correct. The reasons for levying a certain charge on a specific
commodity may be very diverse and I do not find the analysis of these reasons which has been
presented in these proceedings to be sufficient to warrant the conclusion suggested by Claimants.
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243. Claimants say that the fact that environmenta l

charges came to be imposed on finished goods
rather than on raw m aterial s was due in i mpo rtant respects to changes in customs legislation. This

was inevitably so, because the charges on the Import of environmentally hazardous goods were, for
obvious reasons, collected by the customs service and were therefore subject to the customs
legislation with regard to the customs regime applied.

But the stabilisation clause In law 625 did not protect Claimants aga inst changes in customs
legislation in general; only against changes in the customs regime stipulated by Law 625. In fact,
Claimants have pointed out that the introduction of the new customs regime In 2005 was undertaken
at the initiative of the United Nations which had developed a customs programme for developing
244.

countries. This is hardly a measure which in itself could be seen as discriminatory, particularly since it
treated all residents of the economic zones equally.
245. Claimants also find objectio na ble the changes In the environmental legislation which took place

in 2008 and made it possible to levy the charges when the goods were placed in the customs regime
of imported goods rather than when they crossed the national border (see Section 122 above).
However, changes in the envi ron menta l legislation, including the manner In which the charges were
collected, did not fall within the scope of the stabilisation clause and consequently were comprised
by the Republic's right to exercise Its sovereign legislative power. Moreover, these changes applied
equally to all residents of the free economic zones and therefore were not discriminatory.
246. For these reasons, I find that the imposition of environmental charges on the finished goods

sold by Grand Torg did not amou nt to a breach by th e Republic of its obligation under the Treaty to
ensure a non-discriminatory treatment of Claimants' investments.

5.3 Costs
247. S inc e I have found that the Republic of Moldova is not in breach of its obligations u n de r the

Treaty , the claims brought in this arbitration must fall.
248. This also means that Claimants' request that Respondent should carry the costs of the

arbitration and Claimants' own legal costs, must be denied.
249. Respondent has requested no compensation for its own legal costs and has refrained from
stating its position as to the apportionment of the costs of the arbitration,
250. The Costs of the Arbitration have been determined by the SCC as specified below. The parties

are jointly and severally liable to pay these arbitration costs. As to the apportionment of the costs
between the parties, the issues In this arbitration have not been uncomplicated, and daimants,

although ultimately unsuccessful, had good reasons to bring the dispute to arbitration. As a matter of
principle, therefore, an apportionment on the basis of equality between the parties would be
reasonable. However, with regard to the Separate Award made on 6 December 2012, Claimants were
successful and should be compensated additionally for their costs In that respect.
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251. Pursuant to the Separat., Award, Respondent was ordered to pay to Claimants EUR 8285 and

interest. The Costs of Arbitration , as specified below, amount to EUR 14 347 and SEK 4518. 1 find a
reasonable apportionment of costs to be that Respondent should bear EUR 8500 and Claimants the
remainder, i. e. EUR 5847 and SEK 4518. Since Claimants paid the entire Advance on Costs, this
means that Respondent should reimburse Claimants EU R 8500. Against this amount, Respondent
should be entitled to deduct any amount it has paid to Oaimants pursuant to the Separate Award.
252. Claimants have requested that the Separate Award should be appended to this Final Award,
However, since the Separate Award has been duly served on both parties, I do not consider this to be
necessary.

6. AWARD
1. Yuri Bogdanov·s

and Yulia Bogdanova· s claims are denied.

2. The fee of the sole aribitrator Is fixed at EUR 10 898. The Administrative fee of the Aribltration
Institute of the Stockholm Chamber of Commerce is fixed at EUR 3 449. The expenses of the sole
arbitrator are fixed at SEK 4 518. Thus, the total Costs of Arbitration are EUR 14 347 and SEK 4 518.
3. As between the parties, the Costs of Aribitration shall be apportioned so that the Republic of
Moldova shall bear EUR 8500 and Yuri Bogdanov and Yulla Bogdanova shall bear EUR 5847 and SEK
4518. Since the entire amount of the Advance on Costs was paid by Claimants, the Republic of
Moldova is ordered to reimburse Yuri Bogdanov and Yulla Bogdanova, jointly and severally, EUR
8500. Against this amount, the Republic of Moldova is entitled to set off any amount which has been
paid pursuant to the Special Award made on 6 December 2012-

A party who is dissatisfied with this Award insofar as the fees of the sole arbitrator are concerned
may bring the matter before the District Court of Stockholm by commencing proceedings within
three months from the receipt of this Award.

'
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Bengt Sj6vall
Sole arbitrator

